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In the first part of this paper we derive equations that describe the interaction of drift waves
in a weakly turbulent inhomogeneous plasma. In contrast with a number of other investigations, [4- 6] the electric field oscillations are expanded not in plane waves but in the WKB
solutions of the linear problem. In the second part of the paper it is shown that a weakly
turbulent plasma is unstable against flute perturbations extended along the magnetic field
if T/Te < (mH 2/8nnTeM )114 • The strong turbulence that arises under these conditions
evidently destroys the plasma boundary in a time T ~ ( eH/ cTe) ( n/T e )2 ( 8nn T eM/H 2m 4 •
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INTRODUCTION
THE plasma-physics literature contains a large
number of papers devoted to investigations of the
stability and characteristic oscillations of a spatially inhomoge~eous plasma confined by a magnetic field H. [1 3] Primary attention has been
given to low-frequency irrotational oscillations
( E = -\7 q;) which can exist only in an inhomogeneous plasma; these are the so-called drift waves.
It has been shown that drift waves are always unstable in a low-pressure plasma f3 = 8np/H2 « 1
with a Maxwellian particle velocity distribution.
This universal drift-wave instability is perhaps
the basic motivation for the great interest that has
been shown in this topic.
A nonlinear theory of drift waves has been developed recently and has been used to estimate the
"coefficient of anomalous diffusion" of plasma
particles across a confining magnetic field (cf. [4 •5]).
Without dwelling on certain numerical discrepancies in the results in these papers (a more detailed presentation of the work of Galeev and the
author [4] is given in the review in [sJ), it is of interest to point out some characteristic features of
these results: the statistical approach is manifest
in the fact that the phases of waves characterized
by different values of the wave vector are assumed to be random in the zeroth approximation
in a small parameter that characterizes the
strength of the wave-wave interaction.
It is our purpose in the present work to examine certain analyses that have been used
earlier.C4• 5J Thus, in [4•5] the oscillating fields
were not expanded in the characteristic functions
of the linear problem, but in plane waves. In Sec.

2 of the present work, in deriving the kinetic
equation for waves we use a system of characteristic functions and show that the final equation is
not very different from those that have been obtained earlier. [4 -s]
It has recently been shown by Vedenov and the
author [ 7] that a nonlinear theory based on the
assumption of weak wave-wave coupling gives rise
to a number of nonlinear processes such as the
instability of turbulent plasma against slow largescale perturbations. (In [7] the instability of a
turbulent plasma in which plasma oscillations are
excited was studied. The growth rate for the perturbations was found to be proportional to the
amplitude of the plasma oscillations.)
In the third section of the present paper we
investigate the stability of the weakly turbulent
state of an inhomogeneous plasma. If the ion ternperature is much smaller than the electron ternperature

it can be shown that the weak turbulence grows
rapidly and that the plasma goes into a new turbulent state in which the equations used to describe
weak turbulence no longer apply.
1. CHARACTERISTIC OSCILLATIONS AND INSTABILITY OF AN UNSTABLE LAMINAR
PLASMA: BASIC EQUATIONS
In this work we shall be interested in low-frequency w « eH/Mc long-wave k 2Mc 2T/ e 2H2 « 1
oscillations of a plasma in a magnetic field with
straight lines of force ( w and k are the frequency and wave vector of the oscillation; Ti and
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Te are the ion and electron temperatures). It is
assumed that the unperturbed pressure of the
plasma varies in only one direction (along the x
axis) and that it is much smaller than H2/81r and
that the magnetic-field variation on the characteristic length scale L ~ n(dn/dx)- 1 can be neglected.
We shall be concerned with oscillations characterized by irrotational electric fields E = -'Vcp.
Mikhallovskil and the author have shown [1] that
drift waves do not perturb the magnetic field if
their phase velocity along H is much smaller than
v A = H ( 47TnM) - 112 . It will be shown below that an
inhomogeneous plasma which becomes turbulent
as a result of the drift-wave instability is, in turn,
unstable against flute instabilities parallel to the
magnetic field. The electric field associated with
these perturbations is also irrotational.
We shall use two simplifying assumptions in
this work: it will be assumed a) that the ion temperature Ti is much smaller than the electron
temperature Te where Te = const and b) that the
phase velocity of the drift oscillations along H is
large compared with the ion acoustic velocity cs
2 ; if the latter condition is satisfied the
= ( Te/M
ion motion along the magnetic field can be neglected. With these simplifying assumptions the
drift waves and the flute instabilities are described
by the following equations:
the ion equation of motion and equation of continuity
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We first find the spectrum of characteristic
small oscillations described by (3)-(5) in the
linear approximation in the amplitude cp. The
solutions of the linearized system (3)-(5) are
written in the form
<p (r, t)

= 2] <p" (x) exp {- iw"t + ixr},

x = x {0, ky, k.}.

X

Omitting some simple calculations (these can be
found in [1 • 2] ) we present the final equation for the
case w/kz « Ue:
2 d
d<p,.
PH dxn dx
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Vd

= ----eH n dx ·
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The theory of equations such as this has been
fully developed. In the semiclassical limit
I (1/kxn) ( dn/dx) I « 1 the solution of (6) in the
region a < x < b is given by
<jlx

c
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the drift kinetic equation for the electrons
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The spectrum of characteristic frequencies
l) is determined from the Bohr quantization
rule
wK (

0,

=

ne

= ~ tdv,;

(4)

where Vz is the electron velocity component along
H ( z axis) v = v{ Vx, vY.' 0} is the ion velocity,
h = H/H, ue = ( 2Te/m )1/ 2 •
If we exploit the fact that the left side of Eq. (1)
is small compared with wHv x h = ev x H/Mc and
express v in terms of 'Vcp and substitute v in
Eq. (2), (1) and (2) are replaced by

*[vH]=vxH.

Skxdx =

rrl,

(9)

a

and the neutrality condition
n;

b

(3)

where l is a large positive integer and a ( K, l),
b ( K, l) are the turning points (the points at which
Re kx = 0 ). We now wish to note a property of the
characteristic functions (7) which is important for
our purposes; these functions are orthogonal with
respect to the weighting factor:
dn-- Wx eHn (1
-dx
ky cTe

--

+ k xPH + k yPH
2

2

2

2)

•

For any given distribution n ( x ), using (9) it is
possible to find in explicit form the dependence of
the oscillation frequency Re wK and the growth
rate 'YK = Im wK on K and Z. However, the sign of
'YK can be established for arbitrary n (x ). For
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this purpose we exploit the smallness of the quantities w/kzue and y/w and expand the radical in
(9). Separating real and imaginary parts we find
(10)

(14)
Substituting (12) and (14) in (5) we obtain the single
nonlinear equation
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2. STATISTICAL THEORY OF NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF DRIFT WAVES

k={kx(x,l,x),ky,kz},

IJl(r, t) =

L (j)xz(x, t) exp {- iwxt + ixr},

=

IP><l
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C (t)
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C
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and so on.

It should be recalled that the summation is taken

over all suppressed indices.
We now integrate (15) with respect to x over
the region L, in which dn/dx "" 0, first multiplying by
1

Ikxn l'h exp ( -

X

i

~ kxdx ) .

As a result we find
Cx_l - - L.J
v V e-i(w'+w"-w)t Ux,x'+x"
.ll.
C'C" ,

,

(12)

(13)

The time dependence of CKZ ( t) is related to
the nonlinear wave interaction. Hence we expect
that
(1 / (J)xz) (d ln Cxz / dt) ~ 1.
In the linear approximation in cp we have from
(3)

k 2 =kx2 +kl.

)]

To ensure that the function cp ( r, t) is real we
impose the following conditions on wKl and CKf:
(J)-x, z =

X

~

dCxz

exp( i ~ kxdx) + exp(- i ~ kxdx

kx" dx};

In (15) we have only taken account of the principal
nonlinear terms [in the parameters ( dn/dx )/nky,
( dn/dx )/nkx)]; OK ,K' +K, is the Kronecker delta.
Here and everywhere below the x-component of
k assumes the two values ± (kyvd/wKz - 1
- k~pH 2 ) 1/ 2 in the summation over l. In order to
save space below whenever possible we will not
write the lower limits a ( K, l) on the integrals
nor the subscripts on w, y and C and the summation indices:

~-r

><l

~

a(x", !")

a(x'!')

Because of nonlinear terms in (1)-(5) the
amplitudes CfJKl and phases ad of the characteristic oscillations do not, in general, vary independently. In a weakly turbulent plasma y « w
the nonlinear interaction which leads to a limitation on the growth rates of the unstable oscillations becomes important at relatively low amplitudes CfJKl· For this reason we may assume that
the phases of the characteristic oscillations atK z
are coupled weakly. Thus, if a turbulent state
arises in an unstable inhomogeneous plasma it
can be represented by an ensemble of a large
number of weakly interacting oscillations. We
shall show in the following section that this weakly
turbulent state is not always stable itself.
The nonlinear terms in (1)-(5) can be regarded
as small corrections. The principal nonlinearity
in the drift oscillations is due to ion motion.
Using the completeness property of the system of
characteristic functions (6) we now write the solution of the system of equations consisting of (2),
(3), and (5) in the form

919

:e

xexp[i~

(kx'+kx''-kx)dx ]ax,

(16)

The growth rate y is given by (11).
The quantity V contains an integral of the
product of three rapidly oscillating WKB functions.
This integral is easily computed by the method of
steepest decent:
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{-y"""i·/pd- ( 1 + i sign d(kx' + kx"- kx)

V =

2Ha

equation

)

dx

xj d(kx' + kx"- kx) ~-·:i'l'(x) [k'k''].(k'2- k"2)}
d:;r;

Ikxkx' kx''n I'"

.

.

d~xl

X=Xo'

X (N'N" -NN' -NN")

(17)

where x 0 is the point at which k;_ + ~ - kx

=

0;

X

>If(Kl, K'l', x 0 ) is the sum of advances of the

phases at the point x 0 for the three WKB functions.
The solution of the nonlinear equation (16) can
be found by successive approximations. We write
C in the form
C(t) = CCOJ

+ CCIJ + ....

The quantity cCt) ( t) satisfies (16) with C on the
right side replaced by c(O) and so on. We shall
omit these simple calculations which can be
found, for example, in [6]. We might point out,
however, that in computing the quantity
d I C 1 2/dt it is important to make use of the assumption that the phases a.K z of the oscillations
CK l are random in the turbulent state so that

<c ,o>c<o> >= I c<o> 12 ...
xl

x'l'

xl

d

dt I Cxz 12 =

2y I Cxz 12

(21)

6(oo-oo' -oo").

~
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kxdx,

a(xl)

Whence
Bkx

+

b

kyVd ( 1 kyvd \-1
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J--dXJ =n
>0
ookx ' a ookx
I
ooa Ikx I
.

--=n~
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Making the substitution

-2Vxx'x"Vx", -x•,xl C j2 JC' j2 }6x,x'+x"6 (oo-oo'- oo").
(18)

1
k'" k"'
-[k'k''],(k'2- k"2) lx=xo = ~-[k'k"]z y 00 y 00
00
PH2
oooo' oo"

+ kx" -kx)

b(xl)

" .

This equation can be written in symmetric
form by introducing the ''wave occupation number" NK[ = N = e 2al C 12/ 2Te. The expression
0/.Kl VKK'K" does not change upon permutation of
the subscripts since

6x,x'+x"6 (kx'

The relation (21) may turn out to be more convenient for calculation if the explicit form of
n ( x) is unknown. In this case the quantity
w = w ( kyZ) is also unknown and it is impossible
to solve the equation w == w' + w" with respect to
one of the numbers l' and l", and to carry out
one of the summations. In the integral over x in
(21) it is convenient to convert from summation
to integration with respect to K ', K" and l', l ",
making the substitution of variables l' - dk X ,
and l " - dkx"· At any given point x the quantity
kx == kx (ky, Z, x) is a single valued and monotonic
function of x. In order to demonstrate this feature we differentiate the following inequality with
respect to l:

U-x',xUl'Z,

where the angle brackets denote averages over a
large number of random phase ensembles OLKl·
We present the result

+ L} ~ dxW (x) I d (kx' +d~"- kx) I

= 2yNxz

we rewrite (21) in the form

d~" 1 =2yN,. 1 +Sdx

I

L

~ ~dk'dk"Wxlk'k"(x)
kx',kx"~O

x=xo

(19)

X o(oo,.z-

( x 0 is the point at which kx = k~ + k~, ky = ky
- ky, w" = w- w', k 2
= kyvd/ w- 1 ). Thus,
(16) can be replaced by

W

dNxl

Here

pk

~

X

W=

Mn

I

~a (kx'

+

L'2

N
N
k - (Zn)2 xl

6x ' x'+x" 6 (oo - oo' - oo") 7

lkxk,/kx" l'l•oo2 aa'a"

+

(22)

-

{4n2pH 6 [k'k"], (k' 2 - k" 2)

oo, .. ),

[k'k"].(k' 2 - k" 2 ) oo 11 -oo 11 ..
llfn a,.zoox?lkxl (1
k' 2pH 2 ) (1
k" 2PH 2 )

4pn6
><lk'k"(x) =

= 2yNxz + ~ W (N' N"- NN'- NN")
6k X' k X '+k X "

OOk•-

+ k:/- kx)

~-1}

dx

X =X,

(20)
It is convenient to use another form of this

is the spectral density and L' is the normalized
length. This equation is very similar to the kinetic
equation for Nk( x) obtained earlier [4 - 6] where
the field cp ( r, t) was expanded in traveling plane
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waves, which are not, however, characteristic
functions of the problem. There is one essential
difference: in (22) we have taken account of the
fact that the phases of waves with the same kz,
ky, and l but different kx are not random as
in [4 - 6], but are coupled by the boundary condition;
furthermore, the occupation number in (22) is
actually an integral of the local occupation number Nk ( x) from [ 4- 6] •
In principle, the "decay conditions"
k

=

k'

+ k",

Wk

=

ffik'

+

ffik"

can be solved with respect to k" and k5;: and the
integration can be carried out over k" and k5;: in
(22). This procedure leaves the integration over
ky and k~ and the resulting equation can be
solved more simply than (22).
In the nonlinear wave interaction described by
the collision term in (20) the total wave energy
and momentum

~Nw,
><l

~

xl

( (!)) W(N'N"-NN'-NN")
X

X 6x ' x'+x" 6k X'

k

X

8= ~lnN,.z,
xl

while the distribution function for N approaches
the distribution N = ®/w, for which the entropy is
a maximum. We note that (20) exhibits these
properties of a statistical system comprising a
large number of waves. To show this, we divide
(20) (without the 2'}'N term) by N and sum over
all values of K and Z. If one now makes a cyclic
permutation of the suppressed indices in the
~ummation and uses the symmetry of the quantity
W it is easy to obtain the following relation

= ~ lJln
dt

xl

~ Ezjzdx =
L

N = _!._"" W NN'N"
3 .W

- ie

~ ~ Wxz(jLxz6n,.zdx
L

~

[ onK[ and YKZ are defined above, cf. (11), and
(14)].

The mechanical momentum of the resonance
electrons mvon is negligibly small but the
generalized momentum of the particles must be
conserved in the magnetic field

'+k X .. 6 (w- w'- w")

in which we carry out a cyclic permutation of the
suppress~ indices and use the symmetry of the
quantity W.
If one neglects the interaction of drift waves
with the average background (in (20) this is the
linear Landau excitation (damping) due to resonance electrons) the wave system must have the
properties of an isolated statistical system: the
interaction between waves and quasiparticles increases the entropy of the system

dS
dt

Since WNN'N" > 0, in accordance with the considerations above we have dS/ dt ?: 0; the equality
holds when N = N'N"/(N' + N") for any K and l
related by the conditions K = K' + K", w = w' + w".
The distribution function N = e/w, where ® is
independent of K and Z, satisfies this condition.
At this point it might be appropriate to comment on the wave energy Nw and momentum NK.
The determination of these quantities naturally
follows from the kinetic equation (20) since ~Nw
and ~NK are conserved in the interaction. Thus,
the wave energy may be defined as the work which
is dissipated in the excitation of the waves. The
drift waves are excited by resonance electrons; in
unit time these electrons do an amount of work
given by

~Nx

are conserved. This feature can be demonstrated
using the expression
xl,x'l',x"l"
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(__!__- __!__- __!__) 2
N

X 6x,x'+"" 6"x· "x'+kx" 6 (w- w'- w").

N'

N"

c
e
P = mnv---An ~ --[Hr]n.
c
2c
Hence the increment in wave momentum must be
equal to the reduction in the generalized mom entum of the resonance particles and

= ~2rxzNxzX = ~ ~Nx.
xl

xl

The energy and momentum obtained from physical
considerations are seen to agree with those obtained from (20).
In principle (22) can be used to find Nk which
can then be used to find the anomalou.s flow of
particles across the confining magnetic field nvx.
We have shown above that the expansion of the
field cp ( r, t) in terms of plane waves (rather the
WKB functions of the problem) does not lead to
any great error. Hence the reader interested in
estimating the flow nvx is referred to the detailed
review in [ 6]. In the following section we shall estimate the energy of the oscillations in the stationary turbulent state of the plasma. An estimate
for
NkWkdk, which will be low, can be obtained
by equating the first and third terms of (22):

J
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3. INSTABILITY OF A WEAKLY TURBULENT
INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA
We show in this section that a weakly turbulent
inhomogeneous plasma can be unstable against
perturbations of the flute type (along H) if T/T e
< ( m/M{:i )1/ 4 • A feature of the flute instability is
the fact that a laminar plasma exhibits neutral
stability to this instability when Ti == 0. Hence,
even small nonlinear effects can give rise to an
instability.
First of all we shall obtain the equation for a
flute perturbation cpq in a weakly turbulent plasma
in the approximation linear in «Pq. For this purpose we integrate the continuity equations for the
ions (5) and the electrons with respect to the z
coordinate and subtract one from the other. As a
result, for quasineutral perturbations we have

in the summation over K' and l 1 : ± ( ky v d/ w 1 - 1
l 2
2 )1/2 c l - c 1 1 C" - c
- k y PH
;
= K l •
= K"l"• w I =
WK 1 l 1
etc. and the summation is taken over all suppressed
indices.
The change in the amplitude of the drift waves
6C 1 caused by the flute instability is a nonlinear
effect but since the quantity «Pq is small we find
that c5C 1 /C 1 « 1. In flute perturbations

~ 6nq = - ~ ~x ~:.

6ne =

qv

The displacement
expression:
.

~

(27)

qv

is defined by the following

~ =-

c

(28)

H [V<pqh].

The density perturbation onq leads to a perturbation oC 1 in accordance with the equation
. ('
"" [kV~x]z
1 1 dC'
wa-d = -z J dxvd L.J 1- - ,1-,,t
L
kxkx '

X expi
1 _

('

~

(kx- kx')dx -i(w- w')t }6qy, hy'-hy{j"z· hz'C,

1

+ k' pri
2

a - { dx

(29)

lkx'iw'

co

~ dz div n(vi- v.)
-oo

=-~dzdivHc

Wn

-oo

{do V<p-Hc ([V<ph]V)V<p}=o.
t
(24)

The plasma potential cp ( r, t) is written in the
form

div

<p(r,t)= ~<pq(x,t)eiquy
qu
X

"" C,.z(t)

+~I kxn I,1; 2 cos

( \

.
J kxdx ) exp ( -zw,.zt
+ l. xr),

(25)

a

><l

where CKZ is the amplitude of the drift wave; the
quantity WKl and the two-dimensional vector
K == K{O, ky, kz}, a(ky, Z) and kx are defined
above [ (cf. (7) and the following text)] and are
computed for «Pq == 0; W-Kl == -wK[, C!Kl == CKz.
We substitute (25) in (24) and then linearize the
latter with respect to «Pq· Neglecting small terms
in the parameters ( dn/dx )/kn and ( dn/dx )/qn
and using (24) we have

a ( fJ 2<pq
nat

2

) -

fJx2 - qy <pq -

X exp{ -i(w'

The derivation of this equation is similar to
the derivation of (16) except that on== onq.
Equations (26)-(29) and the equation div ~ == 0
comprise a complete system of equations for the
flute perturbation in a weakly turbulent plasma.
We now reduce this system to a single equation.
For this purpose, we use the equation

c

H ~

+ w")t +iS (kx' + kx")dx}

X 6"Z', -" Z" 6"y• " y , +" y "C"6C',

(26)

where k~. ( k~) assume the following two values

iqy~y

+ d~x / dx =

0

to express ~Y and substitute in (28); (28) and the
solution of (29) are then substituted in (26). As a
result we obtain a single linear integra-differential equation for ~x(x, t):
fj2 ( i)2~x
)
c2
n dt2 fJx2 - qy2Sx = - H2

[k'k"]z ( kl2 - k"2)

~ Ikxlkx"l'" ai(J)I

X

X exp{ i

~

(kx'

+ kx'')dx- i(w' + w")t}

X 6qy, hy'+h y" 6hz'• -kz" 6h
t

X[kV~
0

[k'k"]z ( k' 2 - k"2)
Ikx'kx"l'1•

s=

y•

-h "6h -h "
y
z'
z

S

dxqyvd
lkxkx'l'f,

X

~xei(w'-w)t dt Jexp{ -i ~

(kx'- kx)dx

}cc".
(30)

Instead of solving (30) we use the randomphase property of aKz for the drift waves in a
turbulent plasma and average the right side over
a large number of arbitrary phases aKz. As a
result of the averaging of the sum over K and l
we are left with terms for which K == K" and
l == -l". In this way we obtain a simpler equation
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but one which only determines the most probable
dependence of i;x on time. The solution is
written in the form of a superposition of WKB
functions (7) of Eq. (6) for ky = qy:

=

Sx
qx

~p'

e-Hlp,t

I

~

c:l·'j, 2 cos (
qx

qxdx)'

== kx = ~(~-1- qy pn2 )''•.
PH

2}

2

(31)

~

lnqxl-'1• exp ( - i

qxdx)

and integrate with respect to x:
Q
p

2 \
)

1

+ q2pn2 d
Iqx I

L

c2

+H

2

~ \

LJ

C
X

1

(

z

p

+ q2p

QpX

~

(kx'

N' ro' - N" ro"
6q h '+h n6h Z
I
I ff
-ro " ) aroa
ro ff y' y y

"'

k"2 }

'

-h Z "

(35)

where Nw = e 2aw I c 2 1 /2Te is the energy of the
drift waves.
Proceeding as in Section 2, we convert from a
summation over l' and l", K' and K" to integration over k5., k~, K', K" in the integration over x.
As a result we find
2Pn2
nM

= _

H2

+ kx"- qx) dx)

X (1

)
L

dx ap ~x) qyud
~ ) dk' dk"
nq ap
"x'· k/'~o

[k1 k"]z (k 12 - k"2 }
12 pn2 ) ( 1
k"2pn2 )

+k

N~t' ro~t'

+

Q -

-- N~t" ro~t"

UJ1<• -

UJh"

(36)

X 6 (q - k' - k"),

X Cp·IC"I 2 6q Y' 1t 1i'+h Y "6~t,
-~<"
z '
z
[k"q],
ro") Ikxlkx" qxn I''•

(J)I-

.

(32)

The integrals with respect to x in (32) are
easily computed by the method of steepest decent
(cf. Sec. 2). For fixed K'l', K"l", p'qy we have

~

I

X 6(qx- kx'- kx''),

QP2

)[klk"]z (kl2 - k"2)
2
q lqxkx'kx'1nl'ha'ro'

X } dxqyud (Qp,-

2npn2 \
ap(x) ~ qyvd [k'k"],(k'2 M
)dx
lk'k"
I
L
q2ap LJ
X
X n

( Q p-ro I

X

X exp ( i

'+' "

P'

UJqy,

X

+ q pn

x

(34)

2 __

The function i;x satisfies the boundary conditions
since it is bounded and vanishes when the drift
oscillations vanish.
We substitute (31) in (30), multiply the latter
by
q-2(1

N' ro'- N" ro"
--- 6fl 1t ,l'Jh • -n .. (),
ro")a 1 ro 1 a"ro" •y' Y Y
z •
z
•.x
-

X _ _____,1
(Qp- ro

or, somewhat differently,

a

2
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where Nk = L' 2NKz/(2rr) 2 is the spectral density
of the wave energy.
The sign of
can be established uniquely if
q « k' for the k' which gives the basic contribution to the integral over k' in Eq. (36). In this
case (36) can be written in the form

Qb

X

A(x)exp(

i~

(kx 1

+ kx'

_
4pn 2 \
ap(x)
Qp• = -----) dx - - - qyud
nM L
nq 2ap

qx)dx) dx

1 -

L

+

. . d(kx 1 kx'1 - q,.:))
=l'n- [( 1+zsign--------,
dx
Xei'l'(x) [

d (k

x

I

+ kx

ff

- qx

)

dx

~-'/,

A (x)

J '
x=x 0

X ~ \ dk [qklz2(qk)
LJ J
(1 k2 pn2 )
kx ~ 0

(33)

where
x,

"'¥ (x0, qyp', x'l', x"l") =

+

~ (kx' + kx''- qx) dx,

while the point x 0 is determined from the equation qx = k5. + k~. If (33) is now substituted in
(32) and a summation is carried out, say over
l", because of the phase factor exp { i~ ( qx)
- i~ ( ~)} in the sum over p' only terms for
which q~ = qx remain. Hence Eq. (32) can be
written in the form

q8Nilro11/8k.
q8ro/8k

(37)

Q-

If we neglect

Q compared with ( qBw/Bk) and integrate (37) with respect to k by parts, we obtain
finally

Q

2

= - 4pn2 \ dx ap(x)

nM ~

P

=

-~~

\'

n H 2 1)
'

nap

Lt

dx ap(X)
~ dk [qk]z2roh2 qi lcpll.l2.
ap " ;,;. 0
(q8ro~t/Bk) 2 ki

(38)

x'C

Thus, the flute perturbations in an inhomogeneous turbulent plasma are always unstable. If we
use the estimate (23) for
Nkwkdk then
::::: -q2 ( '}'W/k2 )max and at the limit of applicability

J

Qb

'
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of (37) for q :S k we have

form

2
Qmax
~ -(yw)max ~-

(

2
m )''' .
Lc. ) ( M~

(39)

1 gzl

or

T;
T.

(___!!!__
M~

)'I•

(40)

~(

kyVd- 1 - ky2pH2 )'/,
PH (I)
is independent of x and the WKB solutions (7) of
Eq. (6) become standing waves in the x-direction
with nodes at x = ± L/2 and oscillation frequencies
cTe
1
l kl=n(Z+1)
X
L
.
wz = ky eHL 1 klpH 2 kx 2PH2'

+

+

Suppose that we excite drift oscillations for which
( k~ + k}) pif « 1 in such a plasma. The flute
displacement
s(r, t) =

~

sexp(-iQt + iqyy + iqxx), qx = n(p + i)
L
qx<e:o

changes the plasma density distribution by an
amount
6nq =

-6x

oscillations
tion

pk «

oq>

dn
Sx
dx =yn.

+ 6nq) ·Vtp]z =

{n(l

+ 1) / L, ky, kz},

~~

2}

= [Vsx(r,t)k] 2 = i
~ Q

since ask/at

Sk is much smaller than

cTe
OS"
qx
_
__
_ ,....., ffiSk-·
ky

eHL ox

Thus, in the particular case considered here the
flute perturbation causes the wave vector of the
drift oscillations to change by an amount

2}

6k = Vsk =

6kqe-iOt+iqr= i

2} ~ [qk]zsxe-iOt+iqr (43)
qx<e:o

qy

and does not change the amplitude 'Pk·
In turn the drift waves effect the flute instability
through the high -frequency force o (F) :
cz
6(F) = - Mn6< (vV) v) = Mn H 2 <([V tph]V )[V tph])
cz

= Mn- ~ (-i)[qk]z[6kqh]ltphJ 2
fl2 It, k'

X exp {-iQt

+ iqr + i (kx- kx') x} 6w6h Y' -h y ,{)h

The solution of this equation is written in the

-h ,

z

which is always directed along the displacement.
The angle brackets denote an average over phases
of the amplitudes «Pk ( cf. above). It is assumed
that I«Pk I2 is a smooth function of k so that
~ [qkJz[qk'J. 1'Pk 12 ei<kx-kx')x =
It, h'

~[qkJz21 'Pit

tz.

h

Equating o < F ) and

cz

(41)

Z'

(44)

~

gz =-Hz

[qk],2JtphJz

k, kx ~ 0

= -2HZ

0.

(42)

[qklz£xe-i!lt+iqr ,

qx;;e:o

(for the chosen sign of qx) we find

1 are governed by the equa-

- - - [ V (n
ot neH

=

If onq = 0 then Sk = 0. In the linear approximation in onq the eikonal sk satisfies the equation

cz

cT.

k

+ i kr +ish (r, t)},

iJ2$
Mn otz = - MnQ 25(r, t)

In the perturbed plasma the long-wave drift

k2

Im sit= 0,

qx<e:o

>
.
4 Te
The dispersion equation in (38) can be obtained
in another way which sheds light on the physical
nature of this instability. Let us consider the
particular case in which the plasma density n ( x)
varies in accordance with the relation n ( x)
= ne-x/L between dielectric walls at x = ± L/2.
Under these conditions
kx =

'Ph exp{ - i cHTe kyt
e L

h,~<.,;;e:o

The growth rate for the flute instability Q satisfies the inequality y « Q « w. This inequality
validates the solutions of Eqs. (29) and (30) found
under the assumption that the quanti ties C (o) are
independent of time. Actually, when Q » y the
change in the amplitude of C due to the instability
of the drift waves and the nonlinear interaction
described by Eq. (22) can be neglected.
If the ion temperature is comparable with the
electron temperature the flute instability cannot
be excited because of finite Larmor radius stabilization (the Rosenbluth effect). When Ti « T e the
effect of the thermal motion of the ions can be
taken into account by introducing a magneticviscosity term [t] in (24). Some simple calculations lead to the following criterion for stability:

_! ( T; )~yzvdz >

~

tp(r, t) =

2} (qx2kl + qy2kx2) J 'Ph J 2,
k

in agreement with Eq. (38).
If (40) is not satisfied the flute instability
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leads to a situation in which density fluctuations
onq ~ n arise in the plasma. This strong turbulence is not described by Eq. (22). Such large
scale (q ~ n- 1 dn/dx) fluctuations of the flute type
can lead to a destruction of the plasma boundary
in a characteristic time T:

M )''•
' t ' " '1- " "eHD
" - - ( ~Q

cTe

m

'

that is to say,

!:__( M ~)''• Te

PH m
Ti
times faster than that due to the turbulent diffusion caused by the drift waves. [6]
In conclusion I wish to thank A. V. Gordeev for
useful discussions.
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